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By Todd Bentley
Financial Miracle from the Greater Glory â€“ New vehicle and
quick seed return!

I as so excited to tell you all about the amazing way God answered our prayer for a new vehicle and

provided a quick return on our seed.

The most recent testimony I have is that God quickly answered our prayer and seed from the Greater

Glory Gathering. My wife and I have been in the need of another larger vehicle since she was pregnant

with our newborn son.

We did not have the money from my income or savings so we were going to use or tax refund to pay

for a vehicle or at least make a large down payment. Our refund was held up, and won't be available for

a few months, so we only had $1009.00 from an un-cashed insurance check from a previous car

accident.

On Wednesday night (the financial miracle and debt cancellation service), My wife and I were planning

on sowing a seed of maybe $50. And this was a sacrifice for us, but after hearing Todd's message, I felt

the Lord leading me to sow more. I was thinking about sowing $500. I was at home with our sons, while

my wife was in the service. I called her and she felt like we should sow the whole insurance check of

$1009. I agreed and we sowed it into Fresh Fire and MorningStar.

This was a real sacrifice and leap of faith, because we didn't really have money for gas or groceries at

the time.

Well, over the next couple days, the two vehicles we had both broke down. We had no money to repair

them, no money for a down payment because we sowed all we had besides the little we had in our bank

account (under $150).

When the Jeep and Nissan broke down, my wife and I took a few minutes to gather ourselves and we

made a decision to thank the Lord, and to declare that we still believed God was supplying our financial

breakthrough and new vehicles.

Behind the scenes, God had been speaking to one of my wife's friends and her husband.

My wife and I continued to pray and stand in faith since Wednesday night. On Saturday, my wife felt like

she should send out an e-mail to her women's group expressing our need and our stand in faith. When

my wife's friend read this e-mail, it was confirmation they asked God for to be sure of what He wanted

them to do.

On Sunday, my wife's friend and her husband came to our home and gave us her van in excellent

condition with the title! They said the Lord led them to do this, and they had done recent repairs to the

van to make sure it was in top condition.

We are so thankful to the Lord for the van, but more importantly for connecting us to Fresh Fire where

we are receiving so much from God and are being taken to a new intensity of faith and love and pursuit

for Lord.

Thanks Todd and Fresh Fire family. Our lives will never be the same because you're freely giving what

Jesus has given to you.

-Fresh Fire Partner
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